Dynamic networks are increasingly being usedd to model real world datasets. A challenging task in their analysis is to detect and characterize clusters. It is useful for analyzing real-world data such as detecting evolving communities in networks. We propose a temporal clustering framework based on a set of network generative models to address this problem. We use PARAFAC decomposition to learn network models from datasets.We then use K-means for clustering, the Silhouette criterion to determine the number of clusters, and a similarity score to order the clusters and retain the significant ones. In order to address the time-dependent aspect of these clusters, we propose a segmentation algorithm to detect their formations, dissolutions and lifetimes. Synthetic networks with ground truth and real-world datasets are used to test our method against state-of-the-art, and the results show that our method has better performance in clustering and lifetime detection than previous methods.
Introduction
Clustering in dynamic networks is an important task in network science for knowledge discovery. With a correctly defined similarity/distance metric, clusters suggest "meaningful" communities where nodes in the graph are more densely connected. For real-world social networks or communication networks, these clusters usually represent groups of close friends or frequent contacts. Identifying such clusters in a time varying network helps to understand the network structure. This allows further to infer the relationships among nodes and to better understand the network dynamics.
Given a dynamic network represented as network snapshots, the task of temporal clustering focuses on identifying clusters of nodes and detecting their lifetimes. This task is challenging because it is usually difficult to decide the appropriate number for clusters, whose value can significantly affects clustering results. Moreover, clusters are evolving, making lifetime detection difficult.
Related work mainly focuses on two different approaches to solve this task. The first approach focuses on identifying clusters with a set of snapshots and obtains their lifetimes based on the time steps when they are detected. Since there could be many clusters generated from all snapshots, previous work such as [7] only maintains those most frequently appearing clusters. Evolutionary clustering (EC) [6] applies K-means clustering to a similarity matrix generated from the current snapshot and the clustering result of previous snapshots. Researchers have replaced the K-means clustering with other clustering methods or proposed new ways to generate simialarity matrices [26, 16, 3, 14, 28 ] to improve EC. However, these methods use local information (more specifically, a similarity matrix generated from a small subset of snapshots) to identify clusters. When snapshots are sparse and contain too few edges, the similarity matrices provide little information for clustering, and the detected clusters can be small and fail to correspond to meaningful clusters. Moreover, nodes are usually assigned to only one cluster in a time step, while in real-world social networks or email networks, a person may be part of multiple communities at the same time.
The other approach designs a model of a dynamic network with evolving latent structures and uses global information (all snapshots) to learn those structures. Evolving stochastic block models (SBM) [9, 30, 15] are proposed for a dynamic network where each node has a mixed membership of communities defined by the model. A probability model is applied to learn the model. However, since these methods focus on computing the memberships, the formation, dissolution and lifetime of a community remains unknown. Tensor decomposition based methods such as [10, 17, 21] model a network as a three mode tensor and apply low-rank tensor factorization to obtain R components. Each component consists of three vectors named "loading vectors". Two of the loading vectors relate to nodes and are used to generate a community with binary classification. The other loading vector contains temporal information for tracking the community lifetime. However, previous analysis with tensor decomposition fails to provide a good model for the dynamic network; more precisely, the physical interpretations of the vectors related to nodes and the time are unclear. As a result, they inaccurately determine the lifetime of a community when network snapshots are sparse and contain few edges. They also fail to provide a way to accurately calculate the lifetime of communities. Some methods merge snapshots to analyze data at a large time granularity, but this can result in inaccurate lifetime detection for a cluster because of the loss in details of the change in a cluster.
To overcome the issues caused by sparse snapshots, we propose a temporal clustering framework based on a set of latent network generative models and PARAFAC decomposition. Our model of a dynamic network contains multiple generative models, each of them corresponds to one or more several clusters. Given a time interval, edges between nodes in a cluster are generated at a specific rate. We assume the edge-generating rate changes at a speed slower than the network structure and use it to detect the formation, dissolution and lifetime of the clusters. We will formalize our model in the next section.
The major contributions of our work include:
• We provide a temporal clustring framework to detect evolving communities in a dynamic network using K-means and Silhouette criterion. Our model allows a node to belong to multiple communities and improves the accuracy of ground truth community detection. Its performance is robust to changes in time granularity and the sparsity/density of eges in snapshots.
• We model the rate of edge generation at a cluster level. This allows our model to deal with different time granularities and to have better performance in lifetime detection, especially when network snapshots are too sparse to provide structure information for clustering.
The organization of our paper is as follows: Section 2 formalizes our temporal clustering model and problem. Section 3 explains the steps in temporal clustering to learn the latent structures and detect communities and their lifetime. Section 4 reports experiments with both synthetic data and real data to test our method.
Temporal Clustering Model

Generative Model for Dynamic Network
We model a dynamic network G = {G t (V, E t )|t = 1, · · · , T } as a mixture of R generative models
, where G t is the network snapshot at time t, V is a fixed set of nodes and E t is the set of edges at t. X (r) contains the same set of nodes V , for r = 1, · · · , R. We assume that the probability that a node i ∈ V belongs to X (r) follows a Bernoulli distribution, denoted as P (i ∈ X (r) ) = a ir . At time step t , the r-th generative model X (r) generates and edge between two nodes i, j with probability a ir a jr λ (r) (t), where λ (r) (t) is defined as an edge-generating rate. (a ir a jr λ (r) (t) is interpreted as expected number of edges genereated between i and j in X (r) at t). λ (r) (t) changes throughout time and can be modeled as a time series or a specific function (Details are provided in Section 3.4).
Our model allows a network to have self-loops, which is defined as a edge connects a node to itself. If a self-loop is not allowed, our model can be easily extended by adding a binary weight W ij for calculating the edge-generating rate between a node pair i, j, where W ij = 1 if i = j and W ij = 0 otherwise. (Please refer to supplemental materials for details at the end of this paper). In the rest of the paper, we explain our model assuming that self-loop is allowed.
Problem Formulation
we use a three-mode tensor X to represent a dynamic graph G = {G t (V, E t )} T t=1 , where X ijt represents the number of edges observed between node i and j at t. Our model approximates X ijt with R r=1 a ir a jr λ (r) (t) The temporal clustering problem is to find R network generative models X (r) , their edge-generating rates {λ (r) (t)}, and the probability that node i belongs to the generative model, a ir , for r = 1, · · · , R, t = 1, · · · , T , and i = 1, . . . , |V |, so as to minimize :
The problem applies for networks that allow self-loops. If self-loops are not allowed, another constraint, i = j can be added to the objective.
Detecting Clusters with Generative Models
We allow X (r) to contain one or more clusters. The similarity between two nodes, i and j in X (r) , is defined as: s
Clustering methods such as K-means algorithm and spectral clustering return disjoint clusters. Let C (r) m be the m-th cluster obtained from generative model X (r) , when our model applies those methods, |C
n | = 0. However, clusters across different generative models are allowed to overlap:
The approach to solving our problem consists of the following steps: (1) learning the R generative models, (2) clustering, (3) cluster ranking, and (4) lifespan identification. We provide more details on each step in the next section.
Learning and Tracking Dynamic Communities
Learning Generative Model via PARAFAC Decomposition
Our temporal clustering framework learns R generative models X (r) from the tensor X and uses these models to detect clusters. These models include information from all snapshots and avoid the problem that a sparse snapshot provides too little structure information for clustering. To obtain generative models that satisfy Eq (1), we apply PARAFAC decomposition.
A PARAFAC model decomposes a tensor into multiple components via a high-order singular value decomposition (HOSVD). It has been applied in many fields and a good reference is the survey from [4] . Given a three-mode tensor X , a rank-R PARAFAC decomposes X into R components, each of which consists of a scalar λ r and a rank-1 tensor produced by the outer product of 3 column vectors A r ⊗ B r ⊗ T r , with the objective of minimizing the Frobenius norm of the error:
are call loading matrices. The PARAFAC decomposition model can be written as:
where a ir is the i-th element of A r , b jr is the j-th element of B r and t kr is the k-th element of T r . Since the objective Eq (1) of our model is similar to that of PARAFAC, Eq (3), we add two constraints to Eq (3) and apply PARAFAC decomposition to learn our generative models: (1) the non-negative constraint λ r , a ir , b jr , t kr ≥ 0 and (2) the symmetric constraint A r = B r since the snapshots are symmetric. We also normalize a ir in interval [0, 1], as max i (a ir ) = 1, then represent the edge-generating rate λ (r) (k) as a piecewise linear segmentation on the sequence of T samples
In the rest of the paper, we useX (r) = {A r , λ r } as the r-th generative model learned from PARAFAC, where a ir ∈ A r is the probability that node i belongs toX (r) , λ r = [λ 1,r , . . . , λ T,r ] is a sequence of T samples for the edge-generating rate λ (r) (t). Other notations are as defined in Section 2.
There are many approximate algorithms for PARAFAC decomposition [2, 1, 29, 24] . We apply the alternating least squares algorithm (ALS) [24] because of its good performance and fast speed on average. It applies a gradient descent method to optimize Eq (3) iteratively. At an iteration, each loading matrix is updated while other matrices are fixed.
Note that all current methods for learning latent structures require setting the number of structures either manually or via criteria such as the elbow rule [13] and modularity gain [18] . For PARAFAC decomposition, we select R according to core consistency [5] . However, the rank R is not necessarily consistent with the data. Moreover, PARAFAC decomposition requires large computation power, so that R has to be small for large datasets. As a result, errors may occur in the components, making them unsuitable for analysis. For example, in an experiment by Gauvin et al. [10] , one of the components from PARAFAC actually contains two independent communities, but they methods groups the two communities as one. We deals with this issue by performing clustering on X (r) and propose a ranking score to retain the significant clusters.
Clustering on Generative Models
After obtaining R latent generative models, we perform clustering on each modelX (r) using the similarity defined in Eq (2) . There are many clustering algorithms such as K-means and spectral clustering [20] , as well as community detection algorithm such as Girvan−Newman algorithm [19] . We choose K-means algorithm with Silhouette criterion to determine the best number of clusters. There are mainly two reasons. First,there is no advantages in performance of advanced algorithms over Kmeans clustering. InX (r) , the value of a i r can be easily group into a small number of intervals, where these intervals has a large distinguishable gap between one another. Second, K-means clustering is fast, simple and easy to implement. With Silhouette score, we can automatically decide K and obtain a good clustering result.
Silhouette Clustering Criterion The Silhouette score graphically measures how well a point lies within its cluster [23] . Assume that we have K clusters {C k }, (k = 1, · · · , K) and a similarity function s(i, j) for data points i and j. The similarity of a node i to a cluster C k is defined via average similarity
Suppose that node i is in cluster C k , then the Silhouette score of i is
Here, S(i) measures how well i belongs to its own cluster, with positive values indicating good clustering. Finally, the average Silhouette score over all data points, m are not considered to be meaningful and will be filtered by a cluster ranking step described next.
Cluster Ranking
To identify meaningful clusters, we rank C (r) m for m = 1, · · · , K (r) , r = 1, · · · , R, by their average similarity ordering (SO) score, which we define as:
whereλ t,r is the samples of edge-generating rate obtained fromX (r) , as is introduced in Section 3.1. SO score represents, on average, the number of edges generated from a node-pair in a cluster over time. We generate a ranked list of clusters with SO score in decreasing order. Clusters at the top of the list are considered to be significant and provide useful information for analysis. Moreover, the elbow rule [13] can be applied to the SO score to filter out insignificant clusters: we choose the rank at which there is a significant drop in the SO score and remove clusters below it.
Lifetime Detection
This subsection describes the process: (1) constructing edge-generating rate λ (r) (t) from T samples λ r using time series segmentation for lifetime detection and (2) calculating the lifetime for a cluster.
We use λ r from PARAFAC to construct the edge-generating rate λ (r) (t) for generative model X 
The objective is to find optimal M *
Then 
However, it is difficult to choose the of threshold E max for a given time series.
We assume λ r contains noise, δ, with normal distribution N (δ, σ). The error E d is caused by δ. We useδ + 3σ as threshold for E max because 99.7% of δ's values lie within three standard deviations ofδ. The next step is to estimate the mean and variance of δ. We apply a Sliding Window Filter to λ r to computeλ r (t), then obtain noise samples δ j =λ r (j) − λ jr for j = 1, · · · , T , and calculate the meanδ = 1 T T j=1 δ j and standard errorσ =
Finally, the time series segmentation problem can be formalized as minimize D: 
Algorithm 1: Time Mode Segmentation Algorithm
Data:
while min(merge cost)≤ (δ + 3σ)
Lifetime Threshold
To detect lifetime of a cluster, we first define "Average Edge-generating Rate for cluster C (r)
Similarly, we define the "Average Edge-generating Rate for Network G at t" as
Our model decides that a cluster C m , on average, is expected to generate more edges than a randomly selected node pair from the network. The average edge-generating rate of node pairs in the network, λ(t) (Eq (11)), serves as a threshold to decide the lifetime of a cluster. We define the lifetime of C (r) m as:
where λ 
Experiments and Evaluations
In this section, we evaluate our temporal clustering (TC) method. We first introduce the baseline methods: evolutionary clustering (EC) and PARAFAC with binary classification (BC). Then we describe the metrics for evaluating the methods. In Section 4.3, we use synthetic data to demonstrate the advantage of our model in obtaining ground truth clusters and determine their lifetimes by comparing its performance to EC [6] and BC [10] . Finally, we apply our method to the Enron data for community detection and lifetime detection.
Baseline Methods
Let X t = X (:,:,t) be a similarity matrix for graph G t of N nodes. EC performs clustering on the similarity matrix R t = (1 − β)X t + βX t−1 at time t to obtain a clustering
β ∈ [0, 1] and C i,t is the index of the cluster that node i belongs to at time t. Since R t differs from the current similarity matrix X t , C t is not necessarily the best clustering for X t , a snapshot quality function sq(C t , X t ) is used to evaluate the clustering result. EC includes a historical cost function hc(C t , X t−1 ) to calculate the difference between current and previous clustering results. The objective is to minimize
where c is a scalar. PARAFAC with BC considers each component X (r) as a community. It chooses a threshold for binary classification: For a node i, if a ir from the loading vector A r is larger than the threshold, then i belongs to that community.
We run the EC algorithm with the program provided in public by Xu et. al [28] , and use the tensor toolbox [4] for PARAFAC decompositon on a cluster of 32 Intel Xeon E5-2670@2.60GHz CPUs with 256Gb RAM. Additional code can be obtained through supplemental material on arXive (https://arxiv.org/abs/1605.08074).
Performance Metrics
We generate synthetic data with ground truth clusters to compare our method to the baseline methods. Since clusters identified by the methods mentioned above are different, we use clusters recall, cluster member recall, and precision-recall (PR) curves for evaluation instead of ROC curve.
When self-loop is allowed, we define the density of the t-th network snapshot as
Mapping Clusters to Ground Truth Clusters
We need to map the retrieved clusters to ground truth clusters before evaluation. A distance function between two clusters is required for the mapping. For evolving clulsters, the distance function should consider the dynamics of clusters.
Suppose that a method retrieves a ranked list of K clusters
, whereĈ i has higher rank thanĈ j if i < j. {C * n } N n=1 is the set of ground truth clusters. We use x * ijt to denote the number of edges generated between i, j ∈ C * n at t. x * ijt = 0 if i, j belong to different ground truth clusters. We define the distance function betweenĈ i and C * n as the approximation error:
The mapping is performed via the following steps:
(1) Begin with i = 1 and mapĈ i to C *
2) Increase i by 1 and repeat the previous step. Note that two clusters,Ĉ i andĈ j , may be mapped to the same ground truth cluster C * n , for i < j. We allow these two mappings only ifĈ i andĈ j are generated from the same generative model X (r) . In this case,Ĉ i andĈ j are likely to be sub-clusters of C * n . Otherwise, we consider E(Ĉ j , C * n ) = 1 and choose another C * n for C j .
Precision, Recall, F1 Measure and PR Curve
Precision, recall and F1 Measure (or F1 score) are common metrics to evaluate clustering when ground truth knowledge is available. We apply these metrics to evaluate the performance of EC, BC and TC.
Suppose a detected clusterĈ k is mapped to ground truth cluster C * n , the precision for member in cluster is P =
n | , and the F1 score is defined as the harmonic mean of R and P:
If a method detects P out of N ground truth clusters, the cluster recall is P N . Suppose M clusters identified as meaningful by the method, the cluster precision is P M . The F1 score for clusters is the harmonic mean of cluster recall and cluster precision.
Since the number of cluster identified by our method may be different from the baseline methods, we also use precision-recall (PR) curve for comparison. A PR curve is usually applied when the compared methods have similar recall scores. A PR curve requires a clustering method to return a rank list of clusters. Suppose the rank list has K clusters,
are top k clusters in the list and are mapped to k out of N ground truth clusters {C *
. We generate a PR curve by plotting (P k , R k ) in the PR space. R K is defined as the cluster member recall for a dynamic network.
To generate a ranked list from BC, let A r = [a 1r , . . . , a |V |r ] denote the loading vector in the rth component X (r) . BC classifies a node i as a member in a community of interest,Ĉ
1 , if a ir is larger than a threshold. Otherwise i is put in another communityĈ if r < r [10] . A ranked list from BC can be generated as:
Metric for LifeTime Detection
We use L 
Evaluation with Data
The synthetic data includes randomly generated dynamic networks with multiple clusters and a mobility network generated from Lakehurst mobility trace data set from [7] . The real-world data is a dynamic network generated from Enron email dataset [22] .
Synthetic networks
We generate 5040 synthetic dynamic networks to evaluate our temporal clustering framework and compare its performance to EC and BC on community detection and lifetimes detection at different time granularities.
Network sizes range from 100 to 500, with a number of snapshots T ∈ [1000, 4000]. In a network, clusters may have common nodes and their sizes vary from 8 to 80. The number of clusters in a network is sampled uniformly from [10, 40] .
For each cluster, we split a time interval [1, T ] into multiple segments and choose a fraction of those segments as the lifetime of the cluster. During each lifetime segment, we set the edge-generating rate as either a constant or a linear function, with its value varying from 0.0015 to 1. We set the lifetime of a cluster to be at least 0.3T time steps such that there are enough edges generated from the cluster for clustering. We also set up periodic lifetimes for some clusters. The periods range from 20 time steps to T 2 . Finally, we add noise to each network: each node pair in a network generates an edge with rate e during a period of one time step, where e is sampled uniformly from [0, 0.01].
We also examine the effect of time granularity on the performance of different methods. In particular, we consider datasets where w continuous snapshots are aggregated together. In such case, an original dataset consisting of T snapshots is transformed into one consisting of T /w snapshots. At the smallest granularity, let X ijt be the weight or number of edge between node i, j at time step t. At time granularity w, the weight of edge between node i, j is defined as:
We apply EC [28] , BC and our method to each synthetic network. Evaluation We first use F1 score to evaluate the performance of methods that retrieve communities in networks given different granularity w. We set w = 2 q for q = 0, . . . , 7. We define the density
, and use d k to denote the average density through out lifetime. Note that the edge-generating rate λ (r) (t) affects the density of a cluster greatly. Average cluster densities in our synthetic data vary from 0.0008 to 0.9341. We split networks into 10 groups according to their average cluster density. Networks in the i-th group have average cluster density within
Let K denote the number of ground truth clusters in a synthetic network, we set the rank R = 0.3K, 0.4K, . . . , K for BC and our temporal clustering method. We illustrate their performance at rank R 1 = K, R 2 = 0.8K and R 3 = 0.6K. Figure 1 shows the change in F1 score (F1 measure) of clusters as a function of time granularity. In Figure 1(a) , the three methods identify clusters in networks whose average cluster densities falls in interval [0.3, 0.4]. The F1 scores for both BC and our temporal lustering method (TC) change little with the increase of granularity. EC retrieves no ground truth clusters when the granularity is small, but begin to identify clusters as granularity increases. BC and TC perform better when the rank R is set to K. As R decreases to 0.8K and 0.6K, the F1 scores of both methods drop significantly. BC is more sensitive to change in R. Figure 1(b) illustrates the result on networks whose average cluster density ranges from 0.7 to 0.8. Compared to Figure 1(a) , the performances of BC and TC are similar, but the F1 score for EC improves as cluster densities increase. Figure 1 suggests that EC is sensitive to the change in granularity and the cluster density when detecting communities in dynamic network, while both BC and TC are more robust than EC. TC has similar performance as BC when R is chosen properly, but performs better in identifying ground truth clusters than BC when R is improperly small.
We next evaluate the performance on retrieving cluster members. We are interested in the effect of rank R, time granularity, and average cluster density in lifetime on the performance of the methods. Figure 2 illustrates the F1 scores of identification of ground truth cluster members by EC, BC and TC. In Figure 2 (a), we collect a set of detected clusters {C k } with cluster density d k ∈ [0.3, 0.4] across all the synthetic networks and calculate the F1 score of cluster members. F1 score for EC is larger than zero only when granularity is above 32. TC and BC both have F1 scores larger than that of EC. For each R value (from K, 0.8K to 0.6K) TC has better F1 score than BC. Figure 2(b) shows the results for clusters with densities within [0.9, 1], the high cluster density suggests that almost every node in the cluster is connectd to one another at each network snapshot. The performance of EC improves subsequently over that in Figure 2 (a). Since we allow clusters to share common nodes in the network, EC only retrieves disjoint clusters, its F1 score is lower than that of TC and BC. On the other hand, TC and BC exhibit similar performance on clusters with different densities. TC does better than BC, especially as R decreases.
Lifetime Detection We now focus on the quality of cluster lifetime detection provided by EC, BC and TC. Figure 3 shows the F1 score of lifetime detection for clusters with densities within [0.7, 0.8] and [0.9, 1]. Lifetime detection by TC and BC is sensitive to change in time granularity. The reason is that information for lifetime detection is lost when network snapshots are aggregated at coarse granularities. The F1 scores for both TC and BC stop decrease as time granularity increases to a certain value. Lifetime detection by EC benefits from the increase in time granularity, but accuracy stops improving when granularity becomes large. We are interested in the effect of granularity w on infering periodic lifetimes. Figure 4 shows the detection of periodicity in lifetime for two ground truth clusters C * 1 and C * 2 taken from the same dynamic network, as well as their edge-generating rates when w = 1 and w = 128. Figure 4 (a) shows lifetime detection for C * 1 by our method. The ground truth edge-generating rate is denoted as λ *
(1, t).
Its sample at time step t from TC at granularity w is λ 1,t (w), for w = 1, 128. At granularity w, we reconstruct the edge-generating rate as λ 1 (w, t), using samples λ 1,t (w). λ(t) in Eq(11) is denoted as λ(w, t). The lifetime of C * 1 , denoted as L 1 (w), is obtained with Eq (12) . Note that the period of the lifetime of C * 1 is small and we can maintain the periodicity at w = 1. At w = 128, however, lifetime L 1 (128) is not accurate and the periodicity is lost. Figure 4(b) illustrates the lifetime of cluster C * 2 . The period is larger than that of C * 1 . The periodicity at both granularities w = 1 and 128 can be maintained.
Lakehurst Data
The Lakehurst data set from the US Army Research Lab contains a three hour (10800 seconds) trace of 70 vehicles (ground and airborne) [7] . 64 vehicles are split into 9 platoons, moving from one checkpoint to another. At the end, all vehicles reach the same destination. There are two paths from the start location to the destination and each path has five checkpoints. A platoon chooses one path and stops for a while at each checkpoint until it reaches the destination. The other six vehicles move separately but sometimes have intersecting paths with one of those platoons.
The data set contains the location of each vehicle every second. Vehicles in a platoon move together and two vehicles in the same platoon are within 150 meters for 99% of the time. We create a dynamic graph by adding an edge between two vehicles within 150 meters of each other at each time step. In each snapshot of the graph, nodes in the same platoon tend to have an edge. The average density of the adjacency matrix of a snapshot of is 0.235 and the maximum is 0.688. The network structure changes slowly, sometimes it could remain unchanged for 3 minutes. We construct a 70 × 70 × 10800 tensor. Some platoons meet one another and periodically form a larger cluster in a period of time. There are 10 such clusters. As a result, there are 19 ground truth clusters appearing in the dynamic network. The size of clusters ranges from 5 to 25.
Since platoons have intersecting path and sometimes forms larger clusters only for seconds, we are interested in the number of ground truth clusters that a method obtains. We use cluster recall and cluster member recall to evaluate the performance of EC, BC and TC. We applied PARAFAC Table 1 .
The snapshots in this data set is dense. EC detects clusters and cluster members even at the smallest time granularity. However, it only retrieves the nine ground truth platoons and fails to obtain the larger clusters formed by multiple platoons. Figure 5 illustrates the PR curves generated from the results of BC and TC with SO ranking with PARAFAC decomposition rank R = 15, 30. Both sub-figures show that SO ranking in TC has better precision than BC when the recall is less than 0.5, suggesting the ordered list by SO ranking is more accurate than BC. The reason is that in a component with larger norm, some nodes i do not belong to any cluster, but have positive values a ir larger than the threshold in BC. BC simply considers that a component only contains one meaningful cluster and mistakenly classifies i as a cluster member. Our method seperates nodes into multiple clusters and give low rankings to clusters with small SO scores. Moreover, some components from PARAFAC are too erroneous to be suitable for community detection, our method gives clusters from those components low SO scores. 
Application to Enron Email Data
We apply our method to a dynamic network constructed from the Enron email dataset by Priebe et al. [22] . The Enron dataset contains 184 unique email addresses and 125,409 messages dated from November 1998 to June 2002. We represents the date as a time varying undirected graph with time granularity of one second, resulting in a total of 113, 733, 036 time steps. This produces a tensor that exceeds the capacity of our computational resource. Hence we construct a 184 × 184 × 31, 592 tensor with a time granularity of one hour w = 3600. We denote the tensor as X , where X ijt is the number of emails exchanged between person i and person j at the t-th hour. The average density of a matrix of a snapshot is 3.22 × 10 −5 and the maximum density is 0.0019. The edge-generating rate here corresponds to the email-exchanging rate.
We apply PARAFAC with rank R = 60 to X and generate a ranked list of 120 clusters using SO score. There is a large gap between the SO score of the 60-th cluster and 61-th cluster; hence we apply the elbow rule to decide that the first 60 clusters are worth investigating.
Since ground truth is not known for Enron dataset, we refer to results stated in [8, 27 ] to validate our results. We also check if our method provides new insights into behaviors that produced by email exchanges.
One interesting discovery from our method are differences of the email exchange behavior of different communities. Figure 6 shows the average weekly email exchange rate of two groups. The first community in our ranked list consists of two CEOs, three presidents and an employee. These people exchanges emails even on weekends. According to Diesner et. al [8] , people in this community are "key players" with respect to "centrality measure". The employee has node ID 64 in the dataset and turns out to be Jeff Dasovich [22] , who is known to exchange a lot of emails and has the highest eigenvector Centrality. On the other hand, the fifth community detected in our model consists of a president and other employees. They only communicate during working hours on weekdays.
We discover that some people belong to different communities. For example, Richard Shapiro, the vice president of regulatory affair, and Jeff Dasovich appear together in different groups. All identified communities exhibit weekly periodic lifetime and their edge-generating rates have similar patterns every weekday. Some communities have lifetime across three years period (e.g., a community including presidents (Kevin Presto, richard Shapiro, Shelley Corman) and several employees (Jeff Dasovich, Kay Mann, Susan Scott)), while some last for less than a year (e.g., a community including a manager(Philip Allen) and employees(Daron Giron, phillip Love, and Eric Bass)). ) , Employees (Cara, Kate) and traders (Diana, Ryan). The first community exchanges emails even on weekends while the second only exchange emails on weekdays. Time steps belong to a community lifetime when email-generatig rate is larger than theshold.
Conclusion
We proposed a temporal clustering method based on a network generative model to detect clusters and obtain their temporal information in a dynamic network. PARAFAC decomposition is applied to learn the model and K-mean clustering with Silhouette Criterion is used to obtain communities. We propose a time series segmentation algorithm to analyze change in clusters and provide a way to estimate cluster lifetimes. Experiments show that our method has advantages over evolutionary clustering and other PARAFAC decomposition methods such as BC when snapshots are too sparse to provide cluster structure or lifetime information. Several insights from our experiments and analysis could be helpful to the research on community detection of dynamic networks:
(1) A snapshot-based clustering model such as evolutionary clustering uses local information from a number of network snapshots. From our experiments with synthetic data , we observed that it is effective if a network is sufficiently dense. Our model and other PARAFAC decomposition methods takes advantage of global information of all snapshots and usually obtain better clustering result.
(2) Deciding on the number of communities correctly in a dynamic network is challenging and important to the results. Our experiments suggest that if the rank of PARAFAC affects greatly the performance of BC and our methods. However, our temporal clustering method allows multiple clusters in one generative model and obtain more ground truth cluster and members given the same setting as BC.
(3) Processing data at coarse scale time granularities helps snapshot-based clustering, but is relatively less effective for models like PARAFAC decomposition that use global information. Temporal information such as periodicity in the lifetime of a cluster can be lost at large granularity.
(4) It is difficult to choose a proper granularity for lifetime detection, especially for methods such as EC, that cannot identify sparse clusters in small granularity. However, our method has good performance as long as a coarse granularity does not cause information loss.
(5) Experiment codes and more details on our model can be found through supplemental material on more detail can be found on github (https://github.com/submissionCode/KDD2017).
A Extended Model
A.1 Modeling Networks without Self-loop
In Section 2, we introduce our model on networks that allow self-loop. In this section, we explain how to extend our model to networks without self-loops and how to learn the model.
Since a node i does not generate a self-loop connecting itself, the probability of generating an edge in generative model X ( r), denoted as P (r) (e ii ), can be modeled as 0, where e ii represent an edge connecting node i to itself. We first introduce a binary weight W ij , where W ij = 1 if i = j and W ij = 0 otherwise. Then we define
. We still use a three mode |V | × |V | × T tensor X to represent a network without self-loops, where |V | is the number of nodes, T is the number of snapshots and X ijt represents the number (weight) of edge between node i, j at time step t. Note that X iit = 0 for i = 1, . . . , |V |. The objective, Eq (1), in Section 2 is:
To learn this model, we apply CP weighted optimization algorithm [2] rewriting Eq (3) as
A.2 Networks at Different Granularities
Networks are analyzed at different time granularities due to researchers' objectives. The results at different granularities are sometime incomparable, for example, an edge-generative rate obtained at a fine granularity is smaller than that at a coarse granularity. To make our model applicable to different granularity, we extend the edge-generating rate as a function of both granularity and time.
We first define time granularity, w, as the number of continuous snapshots to aggregate so as to analyze a dynamic network. At the finest time granularity, let X ijt represents the observed number of edges (or weight of the edge) between node i, j at time step t. At granularity w, We define
where t is a time interval at granularity w that includes time step t ∈ [(t − 1)w, t w]. The edge-generating rate for generative model X (r) is represented as
Given granularity w, the objective of our network generative model becomes
B Experiment Results
B.1 Additional Experiment Results for Sysnthetic Networks
In this section, we provide additional experiment results from TC and BC on the synthetic network in support of performance analysis in Sec 4. F1 scores for cluster detection, cluster member detection and lifetime detection from TC and BC are illustrated as a function of granularity, given different rank of PARAFAC decomposition. Figure 7 shows the performance of cluster identification in networks by EC, BC and TC using F1 scores, given the average cluster densities. EC performance is sensitive to both the change in average Let K be the number of ground truth clusters in a network, BC and temporal clustering (TC) apply PARAFAC with rank R 1 = K, R 2 = 0.8K, and R 3 = 0.6K. Clusters with low average density are difficult to detect. EC fails to identify clusters in any network with averge cluster density within (0, 1). BC and TC can still detect clusters and are robust to the change of granularity. BC is sensitive to the change of rank of PARAFAC R. TC is less sensitive than BC and maintains much better performance than BC when R is smaller than the best rank of PARAFAC cluster density and granularity. Moreover, it has worse performance in networks whose clusters are allowed to overlap. BC and TC are both robust to change in average cluster density and granularity. When the rank of PARAFAC R is smaller than the number of ground truth clusters in a network, both BC and TC have their F1 score decreased, but TC is less sensitive to the change in R and has significant improvment on BC. Figure 8 shows the performance of cluster member detection by BC and TC. PARAFAC are applied on all networks with rank R = 0.3K, 0.5K, 0.7K, 0.9K, K, 1.5K. We group clusters according to their densities and evaluates in each groups the F1 scores of BC and TC. TC has better performance when R is improperly chosen. Figure 9 shows the performance of lifetime detection of clusters by BC and TC, given different cluster densities. F1 scores for both BC and TC decreases with the increase in granularity. The cluster density has little effect on the F1 scores when it is above 0.3.
B.2 Enron Data
In this subsection, we provide details of the first 15 Enron communities that are detected from our method.
From Figure (10, 11, 12) , communities have different lifetime. For example Community 14 exist back in 1999 and last for more than 3 years until 2002. It contains Louise Kitchen (President), Mark Haediche(Director) and several employee (Table 2) .
Community 15 forms near the bankruptcy in 2001 and only lasted for several months. It includes Mark haedicke and James Derrick who are related to legal department (Table 3) . 
B.3 Effect of Small Rank
The rank of the decomposition, R, affects the error (Eq (3), the uniqueness of the result [11] and the number of components. However, it is still unclear how it affects the meaning of components we can interpret for clusters. In the following experiments, we begin with the first and second data set to show how R affects the decomposition result.
In this subsection, we show that the strengths of community structures could cause a small-rank PARAFAC decomposition to combine multiple clusters into one component.
We define the norm of a cluster C (r) m to measure the strength of its community structure:
where t kr is the value of T r at the mth time step in the rth component. According to this definition, norm(C (r) m ) is affected by the similarity X ijm as well as the size of C (r) m . As we will see later, norm(C (r) m ) is highly related to the conditions under which TD eliminates weak clusters or combines them into a component.
We choose R = 1 and apply PARAFAC on to the tensor from the first synthetic data set. To identify conditions where low-rank TD eliminates a cluster or combines clusters into one component, we specifically normalize elements a i1 ∈ A 1 to the range [0, 1] because this allow us to qualify how likely node i belongs to the component. (These normalized values are only for illustration purpose and should not be used in Eq (4))). Fig 13(a, b) shows the plots of column vectors A 1 = [a 1,1 , a 2,1 , . . . , a 100,1 ] and T 1 = [t 1,1 , . . . , t 100,1 ]. Note that a i1 has the same value one for node v i ∈ clique G 1 and a j1 has the same value around 0.98 for node v j ∈ clique G 2 . A K-mean clustering on A 1 generates 2 clusters, C and g 2 to represent the value of a j,1 for v j ∈ C (1) 2 . The difference d = g 1 − g 2 = 0.02 is not large, suggesting that TD has combined the two cliques into A 1 . As a result, there is error in the decomposition(Eq (4): 2 )/norm(C (1) 1 ), is highly related to d. We noted after Eq (17) that norm(C (r) m ) depends on X ijk and the cluster size.
We first investigate how TD behaves if cliques G 1 and G 1 are different only in X ijk , the similarity of nodes within themselves. We add different scalar value a = 1, 1.01, · · · , 1.15 to X ijk , for v i , v j ∈ G 2 , to generate new tensors and thus make W change accordingly. Note that the result of a TD is not unique [25] , for each W value, we ran TD for 1000 times. Fig 13(c) shows boxplots of d as a function of W . The left most boxplot for d given W = 1 shows that d falls within [-0.5 0.5] most of the time, suggesting that TD combines the two cliques given that they have the same cluster norm. However, as W , the averaged w decreases exponentially. Sinced w >= −1, we modeld w = a * exp (bW ) + 1 and perform a regression, obtaining a = 1.69e + 35, b = −81.11. When W > 1.06,d w is almost −1, meaning that C is eliminated. We also investigate the effect of clique size on TD decomposition, and compare it to that caused by node similarities. We increase the size of clique C (1) 2 to 50, 51, · · · , 100 and obtain 50 tensors. For each tensor, we obtain two clusters and calculate W . We define the average d asd s . Figure 13 . There is little difference between the two line, suggesting that as long as the norm ratio W is the same, TD based clustering exhibits similar behavior regardless of the difference in X ijk or cluster size.
We use the second data set to investigate the condition when multiple clusters are combined into one component. We apply PARAFAC decomposition with R = 4, 8; results are shown in Figure 14 . When R=4 (Fig 14(a) ), clusters with common nodes are combined into one component. For example, component 4 plotted with x" represents a mixture of cl1, cl2, cl5 and cl6. These cliques are hard to distinguish because small R causes information loss, although subgroups can be detected. When R=8, each component contains only one clique. Fig 14(b) shows the plots of A r , where r = 1, · · · , 8. The value of A r is normalized to [0, 1 − 0.04r] for clear illustration.
In summary, the effect of R on clustering on TD components is:
• If R is smaller than the number of clusters in the dynamic graph, independent clusters with similar norm value, or clusters with common nodes tend to combine into one component. Cluster detection may become difficult in this case. Meanwhile, clusters with small norm are likely to be eliminated.
• If R is large, TD component tend to contain fewer clusters. Ground truth clusters are more easily detected.
